MICHAl T. GALAS
JEWISH-POUSH RELATIONS 1N THE WRITINGS
OF RABBI MARCOS JASTROW

Rabbi MarcusJastrow's life is connected with rnany aspects ofJewish life and
bistory in Gerrnany, Poland and the United States. His activities and works
break all stereotypes of Polish, Jewish and Gerrnan historiography. But,
unfortunately, bis narne is almost absent from conternporary historiography. 1
That is why I would like to dedicate this article to his youth, and his tirne spent
in Warsaw as a preacher ina so-called "German" progressive synagogue. I will
also pay special attention to J ewish-Polish relations in his writings. 2

I

We do not know exactly when the Jastrow family settled in Rogasen (Polish:
Rogoino), but it was probably around the end of the 18' h or beginning of the
19'h century. The fact that they were immigrants is shown by their sumame,
originally recorded as Jastrauer. We can therefore assume that the narne
Jastrow may be connected to the settlementJastrowie, or in GermanJastrow,
to the north of the town of Schneidernühl (Polish: Pila), w here the Jewish
community also lived. We do not know when Abraham or his family arrived in
Rogasen, because unfortunately the history of the Jews there has not been
researched in detail.
The information we have about Jastrow's family and youth are scant.
Abraham's father was a merchant, active in the Jewish congregation in
Rogasen. 3 Marcus was the eldest son, bom onJune 5, 1829 in Rogasen. 4 He had
two brothers, Chaim and Isaac, and Isaac continued the family trade. He was
also a member of the town council for 42 years, and for over 20 years fulfilled
various important functions in theJewish community. ln 1914, on the occasion

1 Jastrow's name today is mainly associaled w itll lús magnum opus: A Dictio11a1J1 of t/Je
Ta1:e,umim , Talmud Bavli, Talmud Yerushalmi and Midrashíc Literatw·e, co;npiled by Marcus
Jastrow w ith an Index of Scriptural Quotations, Volumc 1-11 (London - New York, 1903).
2 This article is based on the research that I conducted writing a book: Rabin Markus
Jastrow i jego wizja reformy judaizmu. Studium z dz íejów judaizmu w XIX wíeku [Rabbi
Marcus Jastrow and his Vision of Reform ofJudaism. Studies from the History ofJudaism in the
19th Century] (Kr.tków, 2007). 1 would also like lo thank Ben Koschalka for his help in translating
this article.
3 Centrum Judaicum Ardúv in Berlin (CJA), 75 A Ro 2, No. 5, ldent. No. 6642, k. 9b; lelem .
No. 6646; ldent. No. 6638; ldent. No. 6643. AbrahamJastrow died in 1869.
4 Statc Archives in Poznan (APP), Ksifga rnetiykalna gmlny i:ydowskiej Rogoi110, 3:22. His
fathcr AbrahamJast.raut:r and mother )ette [Rolle].
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of his 80°1 birthday he received a diploma in recognition of his activities on
behalf of the town. On the same day he also received the honorary title
Stadtaeltester (city elder). 5
It would appear that Marcus was destined for service as a rabbi from the
beginning. He was füst educated at the elementary school in Rogasen. Yet, he
simultaneously studied Jewish subjects under the guida11ce of Rabbi Moses
Feilchenfeld. ln April 1845 Jastrow was enrolled in the 3"1 grade of the
Friedrich Wilhelm Gymnasium zu Pose11 (in today's Poznaó.). At secondary
school he also learnt Polish as an additional Janguage. Marcus was apparently
one of the better pupils at the school, as 011 March 3, 1852, on the occasio11 of
his graduation, he gave a speech on behalf of the whole class.6
ln order to understand the activities of Marcus Jastrow it is extremely
in1portant to know about his ethnic relations, and the events that took place
in Rogase-and the whole of the Greater Poland region-at the time of the
1848 revolutio11s, which be witnessed. It is worth stressing that his father,
Abraham, was an active participant in these events. One of the most ím portant
figures helping to forge patriotic attitudes towards Poland in Rogasen was a
priest of the St. Vit's parish, Father Feliks l.askowski. ln May 1848 Prussian
troops arrived in Rogasen, and thus began a time of repressio11 towards the
participants of the Polish patriotic campaig11s. Father l.askowski was also the
victim of such incidents when drunken soldiers beat him up. The priest was
rescued, hidden, a11d saved from arrest by 11one other than the Jewish
merchant Abraham Jastrow, Marcus's father. The events that took place in
Rogasen and Poznan were without a doubt known to the young Marcus
Jastrow, shaping his later approach to national movements and the Polish quest
for independence. Abraham Jastrow's stance must also have had an influence
011 that of the young Marcus.After completing secondary school in Poznaó., MarcusJastrow left to attend
university in Berlin, where in 1852 he bega11 his studies in the history of
philosophy and Jogic, Greek philology and literature, history of the Middle
Ages, a11d psychology. 8 He completed his degree in June 1855. During his
studies, Jastrow maintained contacts with his family in Rogasen, and he even
substituted for his father as a representative in the Jewish congregation.9 ln
Berlin, Marcus Jastrow devoted himself to rabbinical studies, with the aim of
acquiring semikhah, or rabbinical ordination. He became associated with the
reform-minded Rabbi Michael Sachs, who be came his teacher and master.
Jastrow likely assumed many of his views concerning boundaries in
introducing reforms in Judaism from Sachs.
5 The Diploma can be found in a collection of the Region Muscum in Rogoino. Sec also
Rogasener Wochenblatt, August 2, 1914.
6 Allgemeine Zeitung des Judentums (AZJ), 26 April 1852, no. 18: 209.
7 Janusz Esman, Rogoino pod z aborem pruskim, in: Dz ieje Rogoina, op.cit.: 122-1 23; Janusz
Esman, Wiosna Lud6w w Rogoi nie, Rogo no, 1987: 13.
8 AmcticanJewisb Archive (AJA), SC no. 5686: 8 Qune 30 1855); Univcrsitatsarchiv HumboldtUniversitat zu Berlin, Abgangszeugnis, May 16-August 3, 1855.
9 C]A, 1, 75 A Ro 2, no. 8, ldent. No. 6645.
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During his time in BerlinJastrow also maintained close contacts with Manuel
Joel, with whom he studied at the university, as well as with Rabbi Michael
Sachs. Rabbi David Rosin was the next important person to exert an influence
on the young Jastrow and grow close to hun. Rabbi Rosin was a colleague of
Rabbi Sachs, headmaster of theJewish school in Berlin, and later also lectured
at the Jewish Theological Seminary i11 Breslau. Additionally, Jastrow developed
a friendly relationship with Heinrich Graetz in Berlin, an outstanding historian
who later supported him at various times in his life.
ln 1853, during his studies, Rabbi Moses Feilchenfeld from Rogasen
ordained Jastrow. This ordination was confirmed in 1857 by Rabbi Wolf
Landau, the rabbi ofDresden from whomJastrow received his certificate as a
teacher and judge in religious matters. Dr Michael Sachs from Berlin also
confirmed Jastrow's qualifications to fulfil the office of rabbi. 10
After completing his studies in Berlin, Jastrow continued his secular
education at Halle University, where he received his doctorate in the field of
history, philosophy, and classics on February 19, 1856. Following his
graduation in October 1856 Jastrow received a job offer to be a teacher in the
religious Jewish school in Berlin, where David Rosin was headmaster. He
became the manager and a teacher at the school. 11
ln the meantin1e, Jastrow looked around for a higher paying job, as a result
of his impending marriage to Bertha Wolfssohn from Posen. 12 He was lookmg
for a rabbinical position ina smaller town and the posts he applied for, among
others, were in Landsberg an der Warthe (Gorzów Wielkopolski), and Stargard
in Pommem (Stargard Szczecióski). 13 He also talked to Michael Sachs about
the option of teaching at a community girls' school in Berlin.

ll
ln plannmg a new life as the head of a family, Jastrow searched for a post that
would give hím not only financial security, but also satisfaction. At this point,
a position as preacher in the progressive synagogue on DanHowiczowska
Street in Warsaw unexpectedly became available. Heinrich Graetz, as well as
Rabbi Dr. Abraham Meyer Goldschmidt, the stand-in preacher who had just
received an offer to become rabbi ill Leipzig, persuaded Marcus Jastrow to
apply for the position. Both m~n recommended him as someone thoroughly
educated ill both Judaic and secular studies, who would be able to serve the
progressive Jewish community in Warsaw well. One of Jastrow's great assets

lOAJA, se no. 5686 [p. 11].
11 AJA, se no. 5686 [p. 101, 1.01.1857; [p.111, 9.11.1827; [p. 241 2.08.1858.
12 The wedding of MarcusJastrow to Bertha Wolfssohn took place in Posen (Pozna!Í) on May
16, 1858.
13 Bíographisches Handbuch der Rabbine1·, hrsg. Michael Brocke, Juliusz Carlebach. Teil 1.
Die Rabbiner der Ernanz ipationszeit in den. deutschen, böhmischen und groflpolnischen
Léindem 1781-187 / , Bearbeitet von earsten Wilke, Band 1, München 2004: 479.
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was the fact that he did not have to learn Polish from scratch, since the
authorities of the Synagogue Committee wanted the new candidate to know
Polish and at least French as well as German. 14
ln January 1858 Jastrow arrived in Warsaw to give a trial sermon at the
invitation of the Synagogue authorities. He must have made a good impression,
because shortly afterwards he travelled to Warsaw again in order to settle the
details of his duties and his future contract with representatives of the
Danilowiczowska Street synagogue committee. The discussions proved a
success and the füst congratulations reached him from Rabbi Goldschmidt
from Leipzig, who wrote in response to his being selected in Warsaw:
I did not want a bungler to succeed me to act as a foil, on the contrary I wanted to
see the work created by me, and thank God, fairly well developed, to be well cared
for and advanced .... You have a congregation the likes ofwhich can hardly be found
in Germany-friendly, receptive, not yet blasé, on the contrary, rather given to
enthusiasm. 15

Jastrow and his wife arrived in Warsaw on August 22, 1858. The contract
obliged him to fulfil the function of preacher of the Danilowiczowska Street
synagogue for a period of five years. He also decided to begin preaching in
Polish within his füst year of working there. A further obligation as preacher
was to establish a religious school attached to the synagogue and teaching
there in accordance with the guidelines of the committee. The synagogue in
which Marcus Jastrow came to work was the oldest progressive synagogue in
Warsaw and probably in the whole of the Polish lands. lt dated back to the
end of the 18th and beginning of the 19th centuries when a group ofJews from
Prussia settled in Warsaw. On the initiative of one of the new arrivals, Izaak
Flatau, a house of prayer was set up at his home on Danilowiczowska Street,
known from the outset as the Deutsche Synagoge, or simply "the German
synagogue." Those who attended the synagogue were known as "the German
Jews. " These tem1s continued to be used well into the second half of the 19th
century. 16
Jastrow fulfilled the function of preacher at the Danilowiczowska Street
synagogue, with a break, until 1863. During this time he worked on

14 Sara Zilbersztcjn, PostfPowa synagoga na Danilowiczowskiej w Warszawie (przyczynek
do historii kultury Zydów pulskich XIX stulecia), MA thesis written undcr thc supervision of
Majer Bataban, in 1933/34, Archives of Jcwish Historical Institutc in Warsaw, p. 28. A short
version was published in: Bulety11 Zyduwskiegu Instytutu Histu,ycznegu 74 (1970): 3 1-57.
15 AJA, se no. 5686 [p. 21).
16 For a history of this synagogue see: Eleonora Bergman, Synagoga na ulicy
Danilowic:zuwskiej (1800-1878) - próba rekonstrukcji, [in:] Rozdz ial wspólnej bistorii. Studia
z dziejów Zydów w Polsce ofiarowane pmfesomwi Jerzemu Tomaszewskiemu w
siedemdziesiqtq rocznic( urodz in, Warszawa 2001, pp. 113-128 and Jürgen Hensd, Wie
„deutsch" war die ,Jortschrittliche"jiidische Bourgeoisie ím Königreich Polen?, lin:j Symbiose
und Tradilionsbruch. Oeutsch:füdische Wecbselbeziehungen in Ostmittet- und Südusteumpa
(19. und 20. Jah1-bunderl), Hans Hecker and Walter Engel, eds., (Essen, 2004): 135- 172.
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introducing the spirit of progress and reform to the religious life of the
synagogue and its members. The preaching of both Goldschmidt andJastrow
can be summed up by the motto of the time-as noted in an article that
appeared in the Polish-Jewish newspaper Izraelita: "it is religiousness and not
confessionalism that is needed. " 17 Their synagogue was meant to be
significantly distinct from other places ofworship in Warsaw. At the beginning,
that meant only aesthetic reforms, limited to introducing order and decorum
during prayer services. Subsequent changes introduced by Jastrow led to
further differentiation between his synagogue and other places of worship in
Warsaw. His sermons, in particular, became a symbol of reform and progress
in synagogue worship at the time.
Unfortunately, the majority of Jastrow's sermons were lost, destroyed or
confiscated during his stay in the Warsaw Citadel prison. Only two collections
of sermons appeared in print, in German and Polish. 18 Jastrow's work as a
preacher won him popularity in many Jewish circles, as well as beyondJewish
circles. He was also an advocate and promoter of the development of
education and learning amongst the Jews of Warsaw, in order to link the
traditions of Judaism with the spirit of the Haskalah Oewish enlightenment)
and Reform Judaism. ln this field he undertook a series of initiatives that
reverberated among the Jewish inhabitants of Warsaw and the Polish elites.
Christians are also said to have heard his sermons, an example being Eliza
Orzeszkowa. 19 As Jastrow wrote after leavi.ng Warsaw, "promotion of learning
and culture, this is progress, and for this I was offered in Warsaw a great field
which I worked to the best of my strength. "20
This fact was probably instrnmental in Jastrow's rapid change in attitude
towards the situation of Jews in the Kingdom of Poland. An example of the
evolution of his views concerning opinions on the Polish Jews' situation and
Jewish-Polish relations is given by two of his works published ano.nymously in
German, which to this day are yet to be attributed to the correct author in
many Polish library catalogues.

17 "Nasza stuiba Buza," Izraelita 1875, no. 8, 9. Sce also: Sara Zilhe rsztejn, Post(powa
synagoga na Daniluwlczowskiej w Warszawie, op.cit: 22.
18 Markusjastrow, lsrae/s Auserwdhlung. Zwel Predigten mn erslen und_zweiten Tage des
Wocbenfestes (Schabuol) 5620 ln der Synaguge z u Warschau (genannt: Synagoga przy ullcy
Daniluwiczowskiej) gehalten und auf dringendes Bitte11 vieler Gemein.de-Mitglieder
herausgegeben von Pre<ligcr Dr. M. Jastrow, Berlin 1860; i<lem, Kazania mia11e podczas
oslatnich wypadków w Warszawie r. 1861 przez Dra M. Jastrowa kaznodzieif Synagugl przy
u.licy Danielewiczowskiej, Pozna11 1862. A fragment of onc scm1on survived as a manusctipt:
Dokonczenle mowyJastrowa mianej na ulicy Danilowiczowsklej w bóinicy 1.3. 1861, Zaldad
Narotlowy im. Os~olióskich (Wrodaw), 13079/11: 26-28.
19 Alina Cala, Asymilacja Lydów w Kr6/estwie Polskim (] 864-1897), Warszawa 1989, 221,
an<l note 5.
20 Markus Jastrow, Antwurt an Herrn IM. Wise ln Cincinnati auf dessen Aufsatz, betitelt
,,Das Pamphlet", Debomb, 20. Sept., 1867, No. 12, [Philadelphia 1867], 9-10.
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Jastrow arrived in Warsaw at the time of the tempestuous "Polish-Jewish
war. "21 From the beginning of his stay he attempted to become acquainted
with the general situation of Jews in the Kingdom of Poland. Associated with
the progressive communities, he wanted Jews to receive full civil rights as
soon as possible. lt is therefare unsurprising that the first work he printed was
on this subject. This was a review of laws a.ffectingJews in the Kingdom, based
on a report of the Internal Affairs Commission far the Administrative Council.
It was published anonymously in 1859, around half a year after Jastrow's arrival
in Warsaw, and entitled Beleuchtung eines ministeriellen Gutachtens über
die Lage der Juden im Königreich Polen (hereinafter: "Review"). 22 Once in
America, Rabbi Jacob S. Raisin asked him whether he was really the author of
this book, and Jastrow not only confirmed this to be the case, but also told
him about his involvement in the conspiracy.
While I was entirely alien in Poland at this time (l had arrived in Warsaw in 1858) I
had to consult w ith people living there, and week by week I met with them for this
and other aims - all in secret , risking our freedom, or even lives, because a stay in
the Citadel or in Siberia is not good for the heaJth. ln this way, sir, I translated my
report and made my annotations, as you see. 21

ln this work, Jastrow restricted his attention to comments about the subject
of the Jews in the Kingdom-which h e included in the introduction-and
notes on the individual chapters of the Review. These are markedly different
from his later statements, especially on the subject of Polish- and ChristianJewish relations, far which Prussia was his model at the time. At the source of
this courageous venture lay an attempt at improving and regulating the legal
situation of the Jews in the Kingdom, or at least adopting the rules in operation
in Russia. InJastrow's opinion, the civilisational backwardness and restrictions
on the rights of Jews were caused by administrative factors an d the
"bureaucratic lawlessness" of officials aiming to maintain the status quo
because it benefitted them. Unlike in Prussia, where, in Jastrow's opinion,
officials had "created a flawless, reliable and strong state." The lack of rights
21 For more 011 this subjcct see: KazimierL Rartuszewicz, Wojna Zydowska w roku 1859.
(Poczqtki asymilacji i cmtysemityz mu) , Kraków 1913.
22 [Markus Jastrow] Beleuchtung eines ministeriellen Gutachtens über die Lage derjuden
im Königreich Polen. Veranlassl durch kaiserlichen Willen und bureaukratische Willkühr.
Hamburg 1859 hcrcinafter: Review. This tcxt contains a Germa11 translatio11 of the Polish
"Przeglqd istniejqcycb w Królestwie Polskim /}ostanowien w porównaniu z o!Jowiqzujqcymi
w tym u•zglfdzie zasada_mi w Cesarstwie tudziei uwagi o stosownofci lub niestosownofci
obecnego urzqdzenia Zydów w Królestwie". Sec: Artur Eisenbach , Z dziejów /udnofci
iydowskiej w Polsce w XVlll i XIX 111ieku, Warszawa 1983, 327, nute 140). Arnir Eise11bach
wrote that this is a parallel work to l.udwig 0. Lubliner, De la condition politique et civile des
Juifs da11s le Royaume de Pologne: examen critique d'un rapport adressé en /'année 1858 á
l'empereur, Bruxelles 1860. See also A11ur Eiscnbach, Z dziefów ludnofci iydowskiej w Polsce
w XVJJJ i XJX wieku, op.cit.: 199-200.
23 AJA, SC nr 5686, the lctter of M. Jastrow to J. Raisin - the full text can be fou11d i11 my
book 011 Marcusjastrow, 265-266.
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and lack of access to institutions for Jews in Poland was connected with a
Polish aversion to Jews. According to Jastrow, this aversion was also increasing
and not decreasing during the early part of his stay in Warsaw. 24 Jastrow wrote
the following on this subject:
It is tme that the aversion of the Pole towards the Jews runs deep. We are not talking
here about vulgar plebeian hatred, which clings to oppressed Jews wherever this
oppression is found, but about real national hatred towards Jews, which in recent
times has grown rather than declined. To wit, until lately trade and industry in Poland
were left to Gennans andJews, as these were seen as a necessary evil, worthy of no
one but Jews and Germans. Only recently have particular highly placed Poles, and
after them lower ones, paid attention to the sigruficance of trade and industry; and
since the Pole by nature, and having become disaccustomed, has a rather
unspeculative mind, he finds in Jews and Gennans dangerous competitors, whose
pmdence be considers to be an ulcer bleeding the country's market, which should be
extirpated as far as possible. So írom the qu.iet respect which theJews used to enjoy,
a screaming competitive envy has developed, whose organ is often the local press.25

ln this introduction it is clear that Jastrow's information and views are
related to the "Jewish war" that was raging at the time in the Warsaw press.
Jastrow paid particular attention to the legislative gaps that would raise the
cultural levei of the Jews. He also stressed that the situation of the Jews in
Poland was far below that of the Jews in Prussia, where Jewish elementary
schools had been established, albeit, as he noted, often against the will of the
Jews themselves. ln Poland there was reluctance to give Jews full rights
because the Jews had not been civilised. On the other hand, according to
Jastrow, "in 450 provincia! towns in Poland there is not a single elementary
school in which poor Jewish children can learn the national language. ln
Warsaw alone there are four Jewish elementary schools for boys and as of a
year ago two for girls." At the end of his introduction to the Review Jastrow
referred to the false claim that "the mora! state ofJews is much worse than the
mora! state of Christians. "26 He considered this accusation to be unfair, because
it was not the Jews who had chosen to live in poverty, be crowded together
onto "dirty streets," "excluded from any possibilities of education," and not
permitted to enter agriculture anc.l crafts. ln Jastrow's opinion it was not
Judaism and its "c.logmas" that were responsible for the situation of Jews in
Poland. Rather, the administtarive authorities were responsible.
Jastrow concluded his introduction with an appeal to the tsar to recognise
the in1pure intentions of the legal regulations desc1ibed in the Review and
askec.l for "truth and justice, generosity anc.l charity" for Jews in Poland. 27 He

24 Compare: fMarkusJastrow]. Be/euchtu11g eines 111i11isterie/le11 Gutachtens über die Lage
der]uden im Königreich Polen, 2-8, an<l A. Eiscnbach, Z dziejúw ludnoíci iydowskiej u1 Polsce
w XVIIJ i XIX w ieku , 190, 197-199.
25 Ibid, 8-9.
26 Ibi<l, 16.
27 lbi<l, 22.
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published the work in Gerrnan, without signing his name, because he had an
inkling that if the authorities found out who had criticised them so strongly he
would swiftly be expelled from Poland.
Jastrow could be recognised as a sharp and uncompromising observer from
the beginning of his stay in Poland. For instance, be compared the situation
of theJews in the Kingdom of Poland with the Jews of Prussia, advising that
similar reforms be introduced in the Kingclom to those with which he was
familiar in Berlin, Posen (Poznaó), and Rogase11. He argued that such reforms
would benefit the efforts to civilise theJews. Later on, whenJastrow became
acquainted with local realities, he revised his views, becoming an advocate of
Jewish-Polish rapprochement.
The evolution ofJastrow's views with respect to Jewish-Polish relations can
clearly be seen in his work supporting self-learning i11itiatives among the
Jewish youth. Taking aclvantage of his popularity, he influenced the views of
people who were not necessarily attachecl to the synagogue. He agreed to
provicle tutelage to the self-learning group, also known as the young Jewish
intellige11tsia salon, which met in the home of Henryk Toeplitz 011
Danilowiczowska Street. 28 The self-learning group, which consistecl of about
50 people, was probably formed in 1859. Its spiritual leader was Marcus
Jastrow, "who took on its moral protectorate ... and used his name to provide
the gathering with the character of an academic and educational institution. "29
The main goal of the meetings was to deepen the members' knowledge about
the contemporary political situation in Poland and the world. Yet an important
subject was also the aspiration to Polonise the Jewish community through
studies on the literature and history of Poland, as well as issues related to the
history of the Jews and their culture that were especially close to Jastrow.
One of the subjects of the first meetings was the reverberations of the
"Polish-Jewish war." A paper was given on the subject of the relationship
between Polish writers to Jews, in which the fact that Jews i11 Polish literature
are mainly portrayed negatively was lamented. As recalled by Aleksander
Kraushar, a participant in this meeting, Jastrow stated that blame for this state
of affairs could also be laid 011 Jews themselves. 50 Jastrow claimed that such
prejudices must be fought against by educatingJews, which should take place
along with the reform of Jews themselves, who through their own
transformation would become fully-fledged citizens of the country.5' Jastrow's
28 See more: Arlur Eisenhaum, Emancypacja 2ydów na z iemiach polskich 1 785-1870 na
lle europejskim, Warszawa 1988: 278-282.
29 Aleksander Kraushar, Kcn-Lki z niedawnej prz eszlofci [in:] Ksiq:ika jubileusz owa dla
uczczenia pi(édziesi(cioletniej dz ialalnofci literackiejJ.J. Kraszewskiego, Warszawa 1880: 508.
Compare: Jakuh Szacki, Yidislw bildungspolilik in Polin /un 1806 biz 1866, New York 1943:
247-250.
30 Aleksander Kraushar, Kmtki z niedawnej prz eszlofci, op.cit. , 509.
3 1 Ibid. Jastrow pointed out that there is a lack of Jewish press in Polish language, in which
Jews could present their opinions, views an<l inspire Polish audience as well. ln consequence of
his opinion a Polish languageJewish journal "Jutrzcnka" starte<l to be published in 1861, e<lite<l
by Daniel Neufe ld.
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attitude towards Polish society changed as he came to know the reality of the
situation of Poles and Jews under the Russian occupation. After organising
religious life ín his own synagogue, he became actively involved in discussions
on the subject of necessary reforms within the general Jewish community.
These reforms were meant to lead the Jews from their current situation to a
state of equality. This postulate was to be realisecl by way of improving
education, instituting reforms-including religious reforms-and, above all,
tbrough working with the Polish population. The primary aim of these
reforms was becoming "Poles of the Jewish faith. " This position openly
indicated taking the side of Poles in their efforts to gain independence and
remove the Russian occupier. As a result, in spite of his awareness of the many
differences and problems dividingJews ancl Poles, during his time in Warsaw
Jastrow spared no efforts in persuading Jews of the necessity of standing on
the Polish side and raising the interest of Poles in Jewish affairs. He was also
an excellent observer and conscious witness of the social processes that were
taking place. Seeing that the fates of Poles and Jews had been interlinked for
centuries, he was keen for there to be an improvement in mutual relations and
mutual perception. He thought that the mutual fighting of Jews and Poles
benefited only the common enemy, i.e. Russia. He touched upon many of
these topics in his sermons collected under the characteristic title, Sermons
Given During Recent Events in Warsaw in 186J. 32 The introduction to this
collection begins with a summary of his work ín the Kingdom.
Having arrived in Warsaw in 1858, I encountered a split where unity should have
reigned; I found hatred instead of the love which could have pulled the nation
out of the abyss; I found prejudice and prejudgment where only apt justice could
have redressed the wrong; I found blindness instead of the light which could have
been the salvation for the poor people. The unhappy became a blind tool of the
enemy towards the persecution of those w ho were even more unhappy, for they
were denied even the consolation that their suffering had been in their homeland
and for their homeland; themselves crushed, they were to forget about the yoke
crushing them with the crushing of believers in another religion, yet of the same
inhabitants (. .. ), and the best way to do this was to arouse a passionate hatred
based on caste, which takes from someone sobriety of mind and the pulse of the
heart. '13

ln spite of these gloomy b~ginnings, in his time in Warsaw Jastrow tried to
instil in his community love of the land and of the "brethren with whom they
are linked by a cornmon homelancl," as well as "love for the native speech and
learning," which was for him a requirement as a preacherY For Jastrow, the
chief rabbi of Warsaw, Ber Meisels, served as a moclel of this kind of

32 MarcusJastrow, Kazania miane podcz as ostatnich w-ypadków w Warszawie r. 1861.
33 Ibid, 3-4.
34 Ibid, 5-5.
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behaviour. 35 According to Jastrow, it was thanks to their joint efforts that a
certain rapprochement between the Jews and the Poles took place within a
matter of a few years. Jastrow attempted - with a degree of success - to change
this state through an "alliance of love" in a common homeland, language, and
culture. As Jastrow wrote, "I saw it as a new duty to speak to my fellow
believers considered as Poles in the Polish tongue, and direct them to the home
of the God of Israel, this treasure so dear to aU who have not forgotten about
the history of Poland and have not yet lost faith in its rebirth. "3
The common participation of Poles and Jews in the funeral of the five
victims of the demonstration on the Krakowskie Przedmiescie boulevard,
which took place on February 27, 1861, became a symbolic act of
rapprochement. Jastrow and Meisels both played an active partin this funeral.
InJastrow's "Polish " sermons he clearly affirmed the common fate of Christians
and Jews in this world, as well as in the after world. This view can be seen not
only as a contribution to the Polish-Jewish rapprochement of the time, but
also perhaps as a positive exception in the long history of Jewish-Christian
relations on Polish lands in the 19th century. 37
The year 1861 was crucial for Jastrow in terms of his work in the field of
Jewish-Polish understanding and patriotic activity. Following his participation
in the funerals of the five victims of the demonstration on Krakowskie
Przedmiescie he consistently spoke out against the Russian occupation and
the barbaric treatment of Jews and Poles. The idea of rapprochement and the
commonality of the fates of the two nations became the subject of almost all
of Jastrow's addresses, sermons, press articles and pamphlets. Unfortunately,
many ofthese were lost or confiscated by the censors and the authorities. This
is why the second publication in German, Die Vorlaufer des polnischen
Aufstandes. Beitrage zur Geschichte des Königreichs Polen von 1855 bis
1863 ,58 which was based on Jastrow's newspaper columns (published
anonymously in the National-Zeitung), met with "great acclaim" from both
Polish and German readers. Jastrow's work was not restricted only to activities
on behalf of Jewish-Polish rapprochement; he also hoped that be would find
allies from within German public opinion, which is why he often used the
expression "we Germans." 39

35 For more on Meisels' activitics in Warsaw, see Franciszek Kupfer, Ber Meisels i jego udzial
w walkach wyzwole czych na,·odu po!skiego (1846, 1848, 1863-1864), Warszawa 1953.
36 Markus Jastrow, Kazania miane, 7. Poles also had very positive opinions about thc
activities of Jastrow aod other rabbis. N. Zmichowska wrote in a letter to B. Moraczewska in
relatioo to Jastrow "Therc arc herein Warsaw Jews sympathetic to Polish issues ." See: Narcyza
Zmichowska, Pisma Gabryelli, Warszawa 1861, vol. 11, 177. Compare: Artur Eiseobach, Kwestia
równouprawnienia :Zydów w Krófestwie Polskim, Warszawa 1972: 339.
37 lt was also noticcd by Y. Aricl, who called Jastrow one of the pionecrs of intcrreligious
dialogue. See: Yaakov Ariel, "Amcrican Judaism and Intcrfaith Dialoguc," in The Cambridge
Companion to Americanjudaism, e ditcd by Dana Evan Kaplan, Cambridge 2005: 327.
38 [Markus Jastrow]. Die Vor/aufe,· des polniscben Aufstandes. Beitrage zur Geschichte des
Königreichs Polen von 1855 bis 1863, Le ipzig 1864.
:39 Ibid, 45.
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Tbis book not only covers the events taking place in the Kingdom of Poland
from 1831 to 1863, but also detailsJastrow's own involvement in these events
and his views about them. It therefore acts as a kind of diary of a witness of
tbose times. For Jastrow, the events preceding theJanuary uprising-especially
those of 1861-were akin to a "spiritual uprising." According toJastrow, the
hatred of Poles towards Jews and Germans had a religious rather than a
national basis: Jews and Germans were perceived as enemies of Polish national
aspirations. Yet, while the Germans had become assi.milated, the Jews were
still enemies. The new elemem in Jastrow's later work is that he also notices
tbe Jews' mistakes that contributed to the negative opinion about them. An
example he brought was the stance of the Jews during the November uprising,
wbenJews "supported the Russian army with supplies and espionage. (. ..) The
cause and effect are linked to each other. Jews were Russian spies, because
they were persecuted by Poles, and they were persecuted because they were
Russian spies. "40 ln retum Tsar Nicolas did not introduce equal rights for Jews;
in fact, he tightened the old laws.
For many Jews, the situation was a disappointing experience. According to
Jastrow there had been a more favourable attitude towards the Jews since
1861-in spite of the "Jewish war" of 1859 that had been fuelled by the
government and censors. Jastrow attributed the change of the spiritual
atmosphere in the Kingdom of Poland to great individual Polish émigrés and
their activities. He also viewed the Church, not as a place of religious
observance, but as a forum for the dissemination of patriotic ideas. "Never,"
wroteJastrow, "has Poland been less bigoted and less intolerant as when all its
places of worship of all faiths resounded with patriotic speeches and national
songs, and when Catholic processions and pilgrimages were accompanied
with political emblems. "4 1 This spiritual elation had an obvious religious basis
for Jastrow, but not one of a specific religion. ln his opinion the patriotic
demonstrations at the end of 1860 and in early 1861 were religious in
character. Jastrow reserves a special place in his description for the tragic
demonstration of February 27, 1861, to which be himself was a witness. 42
For Jastrow, however, the funeral of the five demonstrators, which he
described in detail, became an event with more than a religious character and
even an ecumenical one. We should remember that be himself played an active
part in the event, which he describes as follows:
The elite of the Catholic clergy.and the most-important clergymen and preachers of
both Protestant churchcs walked in front of the coffins; the Jcwish rabbis walked,
according to tradition, behind thc coffins, their heads covered, led by mernbers of
the funeral committee. Then, in wide closed ranks, across the whole of the middle
of the street walked members of the agricultural society, the only state
representatives. On the pavements and squares along the streets along which the

40 Ibid, 25-26.
41 Ibid, 50.
42 Ibid, 61-63.
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procession moved stood the residents of Warsaw, crammed shoulder to shoulder,
wearing signs of mourning on their hats and sleeves, as well as people of every state,
sex and religion, who had come from outside of town. 43

Jastrow not only stresses the patriotic dimension of this occasion, but also,
and perhaps above all, describes the relationship of Poles to Jews. According
to him, the Poles were clearly pleased by the presence ofJews at the ceremony
- even those who not long before had openly shouted anti-Jewish slogans. At
that time their stance could be described as overzealous "fraternisation" "Today they protected a Jewish child lost ín the crowd, comfortíng it and
taking it to a safe place. Today was about courtesy towards the 'Old Testament
brethren', as if to make up for the previous harm to the oppressed. "44
The subsequent chapters of this book are devoted to a detailed presentation
of the ínternal situation ín the Kingdom of Poland from April to August, when
Polish-Jewish issues are barely touched upon. The emphasis is rather on the
activities of underground groups that e:xisted at the time.
Jastrow also highlights the important event of the funeral of Archbishop
Antoni Melchior Fijalkowski, a participant ín the funeral of the five victims of
the 27 February demonstration, as well as an active participant in Polish:Jewish
rapprochement. On October 9'11, Jastrow and Meisels went ín person to the
seat of the archbishop to pay homage to the deceased.45 After patriotic church
services on October 15'\ Russian soldiers forced their way ínto the churches,
profaning and desecratíng them. For Jastrow, "on this day Warsaw looked
terrible. "46 As a sign of protest, but mainly ín order to avoid further profanation
of the churches, all Catholic places of worship in Warsaw were closed, and
rabbis and representatives of the Jewish community likewise closed the
synagogues and prayer houses. 47 This did not save Jastrow from arrest and
imprisonment in the Citadel. He was convicted for "taking part in the closure
of the synagogues and rebellious sermons. "48 Jastrow spent most of his stay ín
the Citadel sharing a cell with Meisels, where their bond became stronger. 49
Jastrow's arrest triggered a reaction from his family and friends. The Breslaubased Jewish historian Heinrich Graetz became ínvolved in efforts to free
Jastrow by intervening ín Berlin and writing to Rabbi Michael Sachs to ask him

43 lbid, 7 1-72.

44 lbid, 73.
45 lnformation about the death of the archbishop was published injutrz enka, 18 October
1861 , no. 16, 1. Earlier, on September 19, rabbi Meisels ordered all synagogues in Warsaw to
pray for thc health of Archbishop Fijatkowski. See: Jutrzenka, 4 October, 1861 , no. 14: 116.
46 fMarkus Jastrowl, Dle Vorlaufe1· des polnischen Aufstandes, op.cit., s. 152-153.
47 Ibid, 153.
48 Ibid, 163.
49 About their stay in the Citadcl prison, see Zydz i a powstanie styczniowe. Ma teríaty i
dokumenty, opracowali i przygotowali do druku, A. Eisenbach, D. Fajnhauz, A. Wein,
Warszawa 1963: 196-199, passim; See also a memoir of Jastrow about Meisels, Ber Meisels,
Oberrabbiner z u Warschau. Ein Lebensbild auf historischem Htntergmnde nach einiger
Anschctuung entworfen, "He brew Leader," April-June 1870.
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to use his influence. 50 Jastrow and Meisels were eventually released from

prison. As foreign citizens the pair had to leave the Kingdom of Poland, unlike
l(ramsztyk and others, who were exiled to Siberia. Jastrow made his way to
Breslau, where he remained in the care of his friends and acquaintances. He
was given a lift by the popularity that he also enjoyed in Breslau. The Poles
who recognised him requested a meeting and provided him with upkeep and
a place to, live. Jan Nepomucen Niemojowski, for example, invited him to his
estate in Sliwniki, near Kalisz, offering him lodgings for as long as he wished. 51
He sent a letter of invitation to Jastrow:
Esteemed countryman of the Jewish faith! Expelled from the country where you
have done so much for the Homeland, as you are to stay longer ín Prussia, do pay a
visit to my home, treat it as your own, until that star that has shown for us brightens
even more and illuminates the complete rebirth ... 52

Having left Warsaw, Jastrow became one of the more popular figures in
Jewish society and beyond. Yet, not holding out hope for a return to Warsaw,
he began to consider taking up a new job somewhere in Germany, an idea
that was also encouraged by his family.

ru
ln August 1862 Jastrow heard of a vacancy in the position of city rabbi in

Mannheim and took an interest in the post. He did this even though he was still
bound by his contract with the Warsaw community, as he held no hope of
returning there. On the other hand, this led to the constemation of the Warsaw
synagogue committee, who continued to mount efforts to secure permission
for his return. Following contradictory information from Warsaw 011 the
possibility of this happening, Jastrow accepted the offer from Mannheim of
the position of Stadtrabbíner (city rabbi). 53
The members of the Mannheirn congregation prepared an especially warm
welcome for Jastrow, introducing him not only as the courageous hero of
recent events in Warsaw, but also as an advocate of religious reform, which
had not yet been seen in Mannheim. 54 Yet soon word came from Warsaw that
Jastrow could return.
Given the circumstances, Jastrow addressed the court of arbitration in
Karlsruhe on October 20'11 to determine whether he was bound by contract to
return to Warsaw, or whether he should stay in Mannheim. The court decided
50 AJA, se no. 5686, [p. 33l. Berlin, 8.02.1862.
51Jan NepomucenNiemojowski, Wspomníenia , Warszawa 1925: 518-19.
52 Ibid, 5 19-520.
53 AJA Se no. 5686: 49.
54 Central Archives for the History of]ewish People, Jerusalcm, brief aus Erfurt vom 30. Sept.
1862: 38.
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that he "did not have any obligation to retum to Warsaw following the amnesty
that had been granted, and therefore was legally and morally entitled to take
up the offer of the post in Mannheim. "55
Following the decision of the court, Jastrow addressed an "Open Letter to
the Synagogue Board in Mannheim, "56 in which he presented his plight and his
internal dilemmas. This letter is one of Jastrow's most moving declarations
concerning his attachment to his community in Warsaw:
After hearing this judgment a spiritual struggle rose within me, which led me to the
conclusion that I was dangerously deceiving myself, believing in tbe possibility of
cutting the many threads that tie me to my brothers in faith in the country that has,
through its suffering, become even dearer. I have understood that to my family, for
whose good I wanted to cut myself off from the bleeding heart of my beloved
community, I would be making an even more harmful sacrifice, because I have made
a sacrifice of myself; I have understood and understand that my heart must bleed,
my strength must become weaker; only after a seemingly completed separation
have I recognised where the homeland of my spiritual strength is and in which land
it is rooted. Finally, after a difficult struggle, I have decided to make the statement
before the Esteemed Synagogue Council and at the same time before public opinion:

Tbat the duty of rescuing myselfdemands that I return to Warsaw to my previous
scope of employment. '">7

Already, in November 1862, Jastrow followed his "calling" and returned to
Warsaw. 58

IV

The permission granted by the tsar and the efforts of the Danilowiczowska
Street synagogue committee led to Jastrow being able to return to Warsaw.
This retum led to a great deal of confusion, not only in Mannheim, but also
among theJewish and Polish population in Eastern Prussian and of course in
Warsaw. ln the spring of 1862, after being exiled from Warsaw, Jastrow had
spent some time in his family homes of Rogasen and Posen (Poznán). Even
then he was a popular enough figure that Poles also lobbied far his return to
Warsaw. The Allgemeine Zeitung des Judenthums reported that, in April,
Poles had wanted to invite Jastrow for a demonstration in Posen (Poznán),
and representatives of a Polish party in Rogasen had wanted to nominate him
as their candidate in the elections in order to gain the votes of tbe Jewish

55 Markus Jastrow, Offenes Schreiben an den Grofih. Synagogenn-lth ín Mannheim,
Mannheim 1862: 7.
56 Ibid.
57 Ibid, 8-9.
58 Jastrow became a preacher in Warsaw on November 18, 1862, sec Jutrzenka ,25
September 1862, no. 19: 393.
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voters. 59 Here too there was no doubt that there was full communa1 support
for Jastrow's retum.
Jastrow probably left Mannheim on November 11. When he arrived ín
warsaw he was welcomed enthusiastically, not only by the members of his
synagogue, but also by the Jewish and Polish inhabitants of the city. One
example of this euphoria spanning religious borders was a poem written for
the occasion by Mieczyslaw Romanowski (1834-1863), entitled "The Rabbi". 6
Despite his enthusiastic reception .ín Warsaw, we know little aboutJastrow's
preacbing as well as .ín his patriotic activities during this period. As someone
previously banished from the city for politica1 activity, he was certainly under
the careful observation of the police and could not freely speak out or be
published. With doubled fervour he set about his preaching and educationa1
work within the "Lomdei Torah" (Tora11 Leamers) association and at a private
rabbiníca1 school. He also wrote artícles for Jutrzenka and other joumals,
often anonymously.
InJuly 1863, just after his retum to Warsaw, Jastrow travelled with his family
to Colberg. When he wanted to return to Warsaw the Prussian authoríties
withdrew his passport, making ít impossible for hím to cross the border.
Jastrow was shocked. However, .ín Warsaw it was thought that Jastrow was
seeking an excuse not to return to his community. A letter was written to him
saying that his failure to return was not viewed kindly .ín Warsaw, and that he
was obliged to come back .ín time for Rosh Hashanah.
ln spíte of the efforts of !tis friends from Berlin, Breslau, and Warsaw,
Jastrow did not manage to regaín his passport and return to the Danilowiczowska Street synagogue. Lacking prospects of a retum to Warsaw, ín October 1863 Jastrow moved ltis belongings to Berlin. Friends and family wamed
him not to returo to Warsaw, and Jastrow occupied himself with acadentic
and literary work rather than thoughts about returning to the Polish Kingdom.
ln April 1864 Jastrow received informatíon that a position as rabbi had
become vacant in Worms, one of the most respected Jewish communities ín
Germany. He decided to apply for the positíon. As ít turned out, however,
Worms was just another station on his eventua1 route to Ameríca, where as
rabbi and preacher of the Rodeph Shalom congregation in Philadelpltia he
spent the latter part of his life. During ltis stay ín the United States, Jastrow
concerned himself wíth all the most ím portant debates going on .ín Amerícan
Judaísm and contributed ro . the establishment of both Reform, and
Conservative Judaism.61
59 Allgemeine Zeitung desjudenthums, 6 May 1862: 243.
60 Mieczystaw Romanowski, "Rabin," in L ydz i w Polsce. Antologia literacka , edited by
Henryk Markiewicz, Kraków 1997, 244. ln Polish-Jewish literature therc are more texts gloryfing
Jastrow, for example a poem by Artur Oppman, "Berek Jawor," in: Ksi('ga wierszy pisarzy
polskich 19-go wieku, edited by J. Tuwim, Warszawa 1954, p. 483. For more such examples sec:
Magdalena Opalski and lsrnel Bartal, Poles andjews. A Failed Brotherhood, (Hanover- London,
1992), 43 , 62 , 143.
61 For morc about Jastrow's life and activities in the US, see my book, Rabin Markus
Jastrow.
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